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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a simplified modelling process by
using experimental results to form empirical
relationships for a particular novel Monodraught
natural ventilation and cooling system which can be
applied in a popular building simulation software TAS.
In particular, the behaviour of Monodraught natural
ventilation Windcatcher systems integrated with a DC
fan that is supplied directly by a PV panel without a
backup battery is modelled for the whole year. The
effect of natural and night time ventilation with
thermal mass for cooling and mitigating overheating
are investigated. Pressure losses from opening, louvers,
ducts, dampers etc are accounted for and simplified in
the modelling process.

INTRODUCTION
Increasingly complex natural ventilation strategies
often include multiple openings at multiple storeys,
wind induced and buoyancy driven ventilation,
advanced control strategies, non-simple building
geometry, urban canyons and other wind effects and a
host of other phenomena. Demand controlled
ventilation, occupancy behaviour and transient heat
gains also add to the rigour which is needed in
evaluating a natural ventilation strategy. Good and
Frisque (2008) present an excellent summary of the
intricacies of airflow modelling and various tools and
methods employed; amongst which are CFD, wind
tunnel studies and airflow network modelling. CIBSE
Application Manual AM11: Building Energy and
Environmental Modelling is also a good introduction
and comparisons of software tools are also available
(Raslan 2008) as is a more academic note on dynamic
thermal modelling (Sahlin et al 2004).
A wind catcher (Figure 1) is a natural ventilation
device which uses wind and buoyancy to move air
without any moving parts. It is generally cubic in
structure and the outside walls include louvers for
weather protection. Internally, it is split diagonally into
four quadrants using thin dividers. This means
whichever direction the wind is blowing; the quadrants
are either windward and thus supplying air into the
building, or leeward and using the negative pressure to

extract air (Figure 2). In the absence of any wind the
units act as chimneys or stacks and air is extracted via
the stack effect. Volume control dampers are used to
moderate the flow according to sensor inputs, which
normally include CO2 and temperature control.
There are many published papers which cover the
operation of wind catchers, from traditional wind
towers used thousands of years ago in the Middle East
to state of the art improvements. A good review of
wind catchers and wind driven ventilation techniques
in general can be found in (Khan and Su 2008).
Elmualim (2004, 2005) presents a well known wind
tunnel analysis of square and circular wind catchers
and (Su, Riffat, Alan, Khan 2008) again focus on
circular wind catchers investigated in a wind tunnel
and using CFD. (Li and Mak 2005) present a detailed
CFD analysis of wind catchers in their very
informative paper and also highlight some issues in
experimental investigations, most notably the
measurement of average velocity in triangular ducts
and its sensitivity to predicting volume flow rates
based on this. (Jones and Kirby 2009) present a semianalytical method for predicting the performance of
wind catchers based on previous published data. Their
models include scenarios for a wind catcher placed on
a sealed and unsealed room and are a good addition to
previous wind tunnel and CFD studies. (Hughes and
Ghani 2008, 2009 &2010) also illustrate the flow
principles in detail using CFD and backed up by
experimental techniques. There is also data from in
house research and monitoring of which the author is
aware but has not been published yet (It is available on
request form the manufacturer). The conclusions of
these papers, although varying in terms of actual wind
catcher designs tested, do provide some general
conclusions as to their operation: wind speed and
direction are the primary parameters which govern the
ventilation provided by wind catchers. These are
augmented or hampered by stack effects. When the
stack effect is large, it will tend to dominate up to a
critical wind speed (Jones and Kirby estimate this to be
2 m/s) above which the wind will come to dominate.
Sufficed to say that these systems are relatively well
understood and thousands of them are installed in the
UK, most especially in schools. They have been found
to comply with building regulations for providing
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minimum air flow rates and combating overheating in
summer (Building Bulletin 101 for schools in the UK).
One novel alteration to the traditional design includes
the Sola-Boost system which has a duct and DC fan in
the centre of the wind catcher. The fan is linked
directly to a PV panel (no batteries for power storage)
and the output of the fan depends solely on the solar
radiation incident on the PV panel. Reason being, the
higher solar gain implies higher temperatures and thus
higher fan flow rates to combat overheating. Limited
attempts have been made to combine active cooling
with wind catcher systems. The primary concern is the
low pressures through the system and this is a general
trait of natural ventilation. For example, if air was
passing through the wind catcher and then through a
heat exchanger (HX); the HX effectiveness would be
heavily influenced by the unpredictable nature of the
wind and the HX unit itself would impose a very high
pressure drop for the air. Some mixed mode systems
can be used to overcome this by using fans. This
approach has been used (Worall 2008) with
evaporative cooling systems in the UK to limited
success (Zhao, Li, Riffat 2008).
Evaporative cooling can be an alternative to air
conditioning systems and this assertion is studied by
(Riangvilaikul & Kumar 2009) in their paper on a
novel dew-point evaporative cooling system. They cite
that such systems if properly designed and used can
consume as less as a quarter of the energy used by AC
systems. Since thermal comfort depends a lot on air
temperature and humidity, indirect systems are
favoured over direct ones as the air and cooling fluid
(usually water) do not mix in the former, thus avoiding
moisture transfer. Hence, indirect evaporative cooling
systems provide only sensible cooling which is easier
to predict and model. Essentially, the dry bulb
temperature of air is reduced by the heat transfer
caused by the evaporation of water. The down side is
that indirect systems generally have a lower efficiency;
the wet bulb effectiveness is then the ratio of the
difference between ambient air (To) and supplied air
(Texit) to the difference between the ambient air and
its wet bulb temperature (Twb):
(To-Texit) / (To-Twb)
And is primarily a function of T, the mass flow
through system, characteristics of the heat transfer
surface and ratio of supply air to working air (Steeman
et al 2009)
Clearly the performance of any evaporative cooling
system is limited by T. This is a theoretical drawback
to these types of systems, although some dew point
indirect evaporative cooling systems can improve upon
efficiency by using the dew point of air instead of wet
bulb temperature. In the equation above, the wet bulb

temperature is then replaced by dew point temperature.
Steeman et al (2009) evaluate the performance of
indirect evaporative cooling systems using whole
building hygro-thermal simulations where particular
attention is directed towards the moisture balance of
the room in question. The approach used in this paper
is much simpler as detailed later on.
The indirect evaporative cooling system mentioned
earlier (Figure 3) has been thoroughly investigated by
Zhao et al (2008) in their numerical study of a novel
counter-flow heat and mass exchanger. Its performance
is investigated in an earlier study as installed in typical
classrooms and commercial offices in the UK (Khan,
Su and Hopper 2009). Rectangular sheets are stacked
to form channels and to provide counter flow heat
exchange between two adjacent sheets. A water-proof
coating is applied to one side of the sheets to prevent
water penetration. Two adjacent channels provide a dry
side and wet side for air flow. Intake air is brought into
the dry channels from the lower part of the stack. The
air flows through the channels and is divided into two
parts at the opposite end of the channels. One part of
the air stream moves in the same direction and is
delivered to the space where cooling is required, whilst
the other part of the air stream is diverted into the
adjacent wet channels where the surfaces are wetted by
water. The wet channels allow heat to be absorbed
through the channel walls by vaporising the water on
the surfaces. The air in the wet channels flows in a
reverse direction and is finally discharged to
atmosphere from the upper part of the stack which
connects to the Windcatcher. In this design, the dry
channels contain both product and working air, and the
wet channels take only working air. Because of the
heat transfer between the dry-channels and their
adjacent wet-channels, the product air in the dry
channels will be cooled and the working air in the wet
channels will be humidified and heated. The limited
results presented below (Figure 4) were input to
represent the system’s performance. However as can
be seen from the graph, the maximum cooling through
the system was approximately 230 W. The volume
flow rate through the system was hampered by the
resistances of the airflow channels in the heat
exchanger, even though fans were used to drive the
flow. Modifications and improvements to the system
form a part of ongoing research. However, the
attention has shifted to methods of modelling systems
in building simulation and their drawbacks. Firstly
wind catchers are simulated on their own, with and
without the aid of a PV DC fan. Next, a general
indirect evaporative cooling system is modelled to
illustrate its potential usefulness, which is characterised
by efficiency and the hourly T (dry bulb temperature
– wet bulb temperature). Results and discussion focus
on the need for good experimental data used with
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building simulation for accurate component based
modelling.

Figure 1: Wind catcher
with solar panel
attached for mixed
mode ventilation

Figure 2: Operating
principles of a wind
catcher

systems, the ones shown in the picture are the solaboost systems with a visible PV panel tilted at 30° and
facing south for maximum solar gain. Each system
serves one classroom on the first floor. The London
test reference year (TRY) weather file is used (A DSY
file would normally be used for overheating analysis,
however in the UK; under BB101 a TRY file must be
used). Day 121-273 is defined as the summer period
and 8am – 4pm on weekdays as the daily occupancy
period. The classroom internal conditions during
occupied hours have the following properties:
Infiltration 0.3 ac/h, lighting gain at 10 W/m²,
Equipment gain at 5 W/m², and total occupancy gain at
45 W/m². Blinds operate during summer occupied
hours to reduce solar gain from the south facing
windows. There are 30 occupants and the floor area is
80 m².

Figure 3: Indirect evaporative cooling system under
test

Figure 5: School building being modelled
The averaged (upwards, downward, horizontal) Uvalues are: Roof 0.25, external wall 0.35, internal wall
0.9, floor 1 and windows at 1.3 W/m².K. Although the
values used have been presented here for
completeness, this study will focus more on trends as
opposed to absolute values. This is acceptable as this
paper is not presenting a design for a school; rather it is
using the school as an example to highlight various
concepts.

Figure 4: Experimental
evaporative cooling system

results

of

indirect

SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
A simple two storey school building was used in this
study. It is an actual building constructed in summer of
2009. Figure 5 shows one wing of the new school. All
dimensions and construction materials, glazing, roof
pitch etc were provided by the architects and the
internal heat gains and other input data by the primary
environmental consultants on the project. The length of
the building with the windows as shown below faces
south. On the roof are a number of wind catcher

The wind catcher unit is modelled as per
manufacturing drawing where possible. It is important
to get the height and volume of the unit as accurate as
possible to allow wind pressure coefficient files to
work effectively. The volume is also important for
calculating flow using the bulk airflow model and for
thermal responses. The convective heat transfer
coefficient was not altered in this study. Each quadrant
of the unit must be zoned separately, thus there are four
zones representing the performance of each unit. The
ceilings/floors have been removed between the roof
and first floor room where appropriate. The four faces
of the unit itself must have an opening to allow air
through the wind catcher. These openings are generally
characterised by a percentage opening aperture
function. A common mistake may be to apply the free
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area of the unit as the percentage opening on the
model, however this would be incorrect. In the absence
of modelling the exact piece by piece geometry of the
unit and considering this is not a CFD study where
accurate flows can be investigated, it is important that
the percentage opening reflect the actual performance
of the system. In short, this aperture opening must be
the effective aerodynamic area of the system and is
analogous to the discharge coefficient. It incorporates
the performance of the system accounting for pressure
losses through the louvers, duct, volume control
dampers, diffuser grills etc. This study thoroughly
determines those characteristics so the unit as a whole
can be modelled effectively. Figures 6 and 7 below
shows a simple set up to investigate the pressure loss
through each component the wind catcher unit is
composed of. A known flow is passed through the
components and the pressure drop across the
component is measured.
A volume control damper is installed and sealed on a
test box which has a volume flow passed through it.
This is measured using an inlet cone flow arrangement
made to ISO/BS: 5801 Standardised testing of Airways
standards. It is calibrated using a TSI hot wire probe
anemometer in the centre of the duct, thus two methods
are used to determine flow rate. The average static
pressure across the damper is measured using Furness
Control differential pressure meters. By combining the
loss coefficients through each component of the wind
catcher we can determine its effective discharge
coefficient, which is then input into the building
simulation software’s bulk airflow model. Because this
discharge coefficient can vary by wind direction, wind
speed etc, wind tunnel and CFD studies are also
pursued as are wind tunnel scale model testing. Figure
8 shows a 1:10 scale model of the system which is
modelled above.

Figure 7: Schematic of test rig from Figure 6

Figure 8: 1:10 scale model of a wind catcher
Discharge coefficients are plotted against Reynolds
number of the flow in Figure 9. The blue markers are
for air being extracted through the wind catcher and the
yellow markers are for air being supplied. This clearly
shows that for supply and extract there are varying
resistances to flow. It also complicates the modelling
process as it would imply that; as wind direction
changes and the quadrants switch from being supply to
extract, their effective areas also need changing. This is
not a simple task in TAS software.

Figure 9: Discharge Coefficient against Reynolds
Number
Figure 6:
coefficients

Test

rig

to

determine

discharge

A validation of these values is needed before using
them for general modelling purposes. Figure 10 shows
a test site at a rural location in the UK. A wind catcher
unit was installed and its performance measured.
Ultrasonic multi-directional anemometers were placed
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in each quadrant and their velocities measured to
determine average flow rates. A weather station nearby
recorded the wind speed and direction. Other
measurements included internal and external
temperatures. Figure 11 shows the results for the case
of 0 wind direction. Wind speed and flow rate in L/s
are plotted and as expected the result is linear. The four
series on the graph correspond to each quadrant. At
0there is one supply quadrant (pink dots) and three
extracting (the three extract flow rates sum to the
supply).

respectively to maintain the conditions of the test
results. Infiltration was set at 0.3 ac/h and modest heat
gains were set to mimic instrumentation, logging
equipment, a PC and two persons. Further details of
this report are available from the manufacturer’s
website. Figure 13 shows the simulated results in
comparison to the recorded results (solid orange line).
The discharge coefficients used in the sensitivity
analysis are: 0.62, 0.44, 0.37 for open flat country
terrain and 0.37 using rural terrain wind pressure
coefficients. The site in question is arguably open flat
country or rural depending on one’s opinion.

Figure 10: Test site at the Silsoe Research Institute,
Bedfordshire, UK

Figure 13: Results comparison using various
discharge coefficients

Figure 11: Wind speed against flow rate for case of
0 degrees wind direction
Fi

Figure 12: TAS model of test site
Figure 12 shows a TAS model of the test site. This was
made to validate the empirically derived discharge
coefficients. The constructions in the TAS model were
as close as possible to the actual test site. A bespoke
weather file was made to keep wind direction at 0 and
vary the wind speed from 0-5 m/s. External and
internal temperatures were maintained at 15 and 18C

Figure 13 shows that if a Cd value of 0.62 is used;
which is often the case in the absence of real data,
there is a gross over prediction of flow rates in the
thermal models. A value of 0.44 which is the upper
bound form the experimental results in Figure 9
reduces these considerably and 0.37 is better still,
bringing the simulated flow rates closer to the
experimental (Silsoe data). However, if a Cd of 0.37 is
now used using the rural terrain setting (more
appropriate as there are scattered wind breaks around
the test site) the results show far less disparity when
compared to actual data.
This example has demonstrated that standard wind
pressure coefficients as used by TAS on a very simple
building structure, along with accurate and empirically
derived discharge coefficients can give reliable results.
When modelling in TAS it would be best to use a
yearly profile in the aperture type settings. Here, one
can enter a value for the effective opening for every
hour of the year. This is complicated as the wind
direction first needs to be examined in the weather file
and then the corresponding Cd applied depending on
whether a particular quadrant is supplying or
extracting. This becomes even more complicated at 45
wind direction, as there would be two supply and two
extract quadrants. Ongoing research is looking at
detailed effects of wind direction on Cd values.
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However, in the study of the school building above an
average Cd value has been used in the hope of a quick
rule of thumb values everyone can use. Considering the
above discussion this is very approximate but a good
start.
The simulation is run using the average value of Cd as
0.405.The main parameters affecting the flow through
the wind catcher are the wind speeds, direction,
building height, local terrain and adjusted wind
pressure coefficients. It is found that these systems are
generally very effective at providing adequate
ventilation rates and when combined with operable
windows perform above expectations. Because of this
they are also able to comply with overheating and
general temperature building regulations. For example
the graph below (Figure 14) shows some results of
cumulative hours against room air temperature for four
situations. The blue bars are the wind catcher system
only (WC only) without windows open. The green bars
are the same but this time with the PV powered fan
(Sola-Boost). The red and purple bars are the previous
two but this time with the windows open 20% during
occupied hours and the units open overnight for night
time ventilation (WC+night-vent+windows and SolaBoost+night-vent+windows) (which cools the building
overnight and helps keep the room cooler during the
following day). The solar powered fan is modelled in
two stages. Firstly, the simulation is run and the solar
gain incident per hour on the PV panel is calculated.
This is then translated into a power (W) to the fan,
accounting for losses and finally to flow rate from the
fan using manufacturer’s data (Using the power against
flow curve). We end up with an hourly value for the
fan flow rate through the year and its pattern mimics
that of annual solar gain. This is an accurate enough
simplification for the time being. This annual flow
profile is then input as an Inter Zone Air Movement
(IZAM) in to the classroom zone (Air from outside to
class room). When inputting directly from outside,
sometimes this can have a deleterious effect as instead
of providing more cooling, there will only be a larger
quantity of outside warm air entering the classroom,
particularly in summer.
In the UK, BB101 defines the overheating criteria for
schools. The main one states that the internal class
room temperature cannot exceed 28°C for more than
120 hours of the total occupied summer period. As the
results show (Figure 14), even the wind catcher unit on
its own achieves 50 hours over 28°C, thus comfortably
passing this criterion. The Sola-Boost mode
significantly increases this by providing extra fresh air
during the day. Night ventilation and operable
windows perform best as expected. These two are also
particularly good at mitigating extreme overheating
and as the graph shows, in this case at no times does
the temperature exceed 33°C.

Figure 15 shows the results for the above simulation
but specifically for day 177 in the London TRY
weather file. This is chosen as a reference day for all
comparisons as, the warmest hour of the day occurs on
this day and reaches 31.8°C. The lines below, again
show combinations of the wind catcher (natvent), wind
catcher with night ventilation (natvent+nightvent) and
with
windows
open
20%
(natvent+nightvent+windows20%). The PV powered
fan with night ventilation and windows is also shown
(mixedmode+nightvent+windows20%). The latter
performs best as expected and achieves a maximum
temperature of just over 32°C compared to 31.8°C
outside. This is acceptable considering that the
building is not particularly thermally massive. Neither
are there any other significant passive environmental
design features such as solar shading, exposed thermal
mass, wall integrated louvers etc. It should also be
noted that a larger airflow from outside (which is at
31.8°C) will not necessarily cool the building any
further. It may have the opposite effect in some cases.

Figure 14: Cumulative hours at temperature
intervals for several configurations of wind catchers

Figure 15: Results for Day 177
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Table 1: Flow rate results for school building

The corresponding air flow results for Figure 15 are
shown in Table 1 for the first floor classroom. It shows
the amount of hours where 3, 5 and 8 L/s/person are
unachievable. The minimum flow rate of 3 L/s/person
is easily met (approximately) during occupied hours as
is the average flow rate of 5 L/s/person. The purge rate
required is not achievable for 18% of occupied time.
However it should be noted that this 18% includes
periods where the windows are not open, but which
would be utilised for purge ventilation, increasing the
flow rate even more.
Although natural ventilation is a valid form of
controlling temperatures, occasionally some sort of
active cooling is also required. The evaporative cooling
systems mentioned earlier can be modelled in the same
simulation as above to gauge their effectiveness and
the role they can play in managing indoor
environments.
The graph below shows the maximum cooling
available from any evaporative cooling system defined
by the basic equation as displayed on the graph (Figure
16). T is the dry bulb minus the wet bulb temperature.
Three mass flow rates have been plotted which
correspond to 150, 240 and 300 L/s based on the fresh
air requirements from BB101 of 5, 8 and 10
L/s/person. The blue, red and green markers show the
cooling effect assuming that a system has an efficiency
n of 80%. The error bars above and below each marker
show the range of cooling if the efficiency had been
70% (low bar) and 90% (high bar). Thus without
knowing the specifics of a system in particular, we can
determine its basic cooling effect just by using T and
its assumed efficiency. If n = 1 then it would show the
maximum theoretical cooling possible from an
evaporative cooling system.
If we are to move further with this analysis we need to
determine T for each hour of the year using the raw
data in the weather file and also determine the cooling
loads for a particular desired indoor climate. Without
considering the adaptive thermal comfort arguments
about humans being able to adapt to higher
temperatures, particularly with natural ventilation, a
value of 22°C is chosen as the optimal desired
classroom temperature (This is a subjective decision.
Many thermal comfort theories would argue that higher
temperatures would be more suitable; however a
reference temperature of 22°C is used. As mentioned
earlier we are more interested in trends rather than
absolute values anyway). Day 177 will be used as a
basis for comparison as it is also the day with the
highest T, therefore max heat gains and max potential

for cooling. The simulation is run for the year this time
aimed at sizing cooling loads to maintain the
temperature at 22°C inside the classroom. The cooling
available is then calculated again using the equation
above and the T for each hour of the day, assumed
efficiencies and at the three flow rates specified above.
The results are presented in the graph below (Figure
17) along with external temperature. The dark blue
marker represents the amount of cooling required every
hour to keep the room at 22°C. It rises through the day
as the external temperature rises (Only the occupied
period is shown in the graph). The red markers and
error bars show the maximum cooling which can be
achieved using the highest flow rate (300 L/s) and the
upper bar specifically shows an efficiency of 90%. As
can be seen clearly, our evaporative cooling system can
produce maximum cooling of 4 KW and the
corresponding maximum cooling required is just over 7
KW. This is a non-trivial difference. Admittedly this is
a simplified analysis conducted at very high
temperatures. However it does put evaporative cooling
in perspective and its uses are somewhat humbled.
This is also where good passive environmental design
measures mentioned earlier (thermal mass, night
cooling, solar shading etc) can be used to narrow the
gap between available and required cooling. Energy
efficiency and demand reduction also have a role to
play as do increasingly efficient light fittings,
equipment loads etc (anything to lower the internal
heat gains short of evicting pupils). However, what
internal temperatures can the calculated cooling loads
achieve in our classroom, if not 22°C?

Figure 16: Theoretical sensible cooling achievable
for an evaporative cooling system at three flow
rates
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Figure 18: Internal temperature at 300 l/s on day
177

Figure 17: Cooling loads required and possible on
day 177
Figure 18 shows the particular cooling ability for 300
L/s assumed efficiency put back into the simulation
and the temperature of the classroom as a result (On
day 177). The maximum cooling ability is put as the
maximum zone cooling achievable. A capacity
compensation function is then created in TAS to apply
this cooling for every hour of the year as a % of the
maximum cooling. This ensures that the cooling
calculated earlier using the cooling equation and T
per hour is put back in to the corresponding hour. At
300 L/s and 90% efficiency the maximum internal
temperature is 27.2°C. Therefore our evaporative
cooling system at 90% efficiency is still over 5°C away
from the desired temperature. Realistically speaking,
these cooling values would be more than adequate to
comply with BB101 overheating criteria, particularly
the avoidance of any temperatures over 32°C and far
exceeding the cumulative hours over 28°C criterion.
The final graph shows the scenario with 300 l/s flow
rate at 80% efficiency but this time with a sensitivity
analysis with two other sub-scenarios (Figure 19). The
first is 300 l/s at 80% efficiency and night ventilation
and the second is that same but with added thermal
mass in the form of exposed concrete ceiling (200mm
thick concrete with density of 1800 kg/m³). With the
latter configuration a peak internal temperature of
26.5°C is reached. This is a very good result
considering the high external temperature used as a
reference.

Figure 19: Internal temperature at 300 l/s, 80%
efficiency and improvements
The graph below (Figure 20) is the same as Figure 14
but this time includes the cooling system operating at
300 l/s and 80% efficiency (dashed border bars). The
performance is significantly better than just the wind
catcher and mixed mode system but still not as good at
lower temperatures as strategies which employ night
ventilation/window openings. This is the case up to
about 23°C. After this, the active cooling provided by
the evaporative system makes a noticeable and desired
effect of reducing higher temperatures and it performs
far better than any of the previous four configurations.
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Figure 20: Figure 10 with cooling at 300 l/s, 80%
efficiency
It is important when designing these systems that
cooling capacity and efficiency are aimed at the correct
target market. Providing a flow rate up to 300 l/s is not
easy and would require the use of a mixed mode
system at least. The issue with using water also needs
to be handled. The pump and control configuration
would need to be optimised in line with fan flows.
Storage and supply of water are also important factors.
Would the system be connected to mains supply? In
this case some prediction of supply water temperature
is possible (this is normally related to the seasonal
ground temperature), or would it be stored in a tank,
which would require heavy insulation. The quality of
the water is also important as are the possibility of
leaks. Concerns over legionnaire’s disease and
dampness are well founded although exaggerated in
some cases. These are the issues which need to be
factored in and they also figure in the overall efficiency
of the system.
When simulating these in building simulation software
for detailed design and/or compliance studies, accurate
performance criteria is needed. This can come from
manufacturer’s data. However, the onus is on the
manufacturer to provide detailed test results which can
be fed back into the software.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the need for good data to
inform building simulation. There is often a debate as
to the validity and reliability of results from dynamic
thermal modelling software. This debate is welcome.
Good measurements and empirical data fed into the
software to more accurately model components,
occupancy, weather etc can provide such good results.
Another interesting policy development in the UK is
the forthcoming mandatory use of smart energy and
water metering for all larger commercial and public
sector energy users. This is to be extended for all
domestic buildings in the coming years. This
development has significant ramifications for the

building simulation software user’s community. It will
for the first time provide accurate and detailed energy
consumption data which will be available for
comparison. Indeed, many software tools may even
evolve to accommodate this data in the modelling
process to provide an explicit comparison as a quality
mark. This would be an exciting and welcome
development in our field. This paper also touches upon
an important message in terms of innovation in low
carbon technologies and how the innovation curve fits
in with building simulation. Using basic physical
relationships to examine the effect of systems with
various efficiencies, we can reasonably tell how well
they will perform in an actual building. Such
information has not been used traditionally in product
development. It can tell us for example, what
properties (efficiency, cooling capacity etc) to aim for
when designing new systems and could rule out those
with less potential. For example, is spending huge
amounts of money on a cooling system for the
commercial market which only has 60% efficiency
reasonable? What actual cooling capacity is required
for the target market and how does this compare with
competitor’s products? These can all be answered
using dynamic thermal modelling tools.
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